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Author: SEO Bo Hyeon
She got a master degree of pedology in Yunsei University. 
After that, she worked publishing children's books. It has been about 10 years 
since she started writing books. She has a dream that she keeps writing books 
that make children have imagination like the books she read in her youth that 
made her forget even meal time. Her books include The Dream of Anchovy, 
Why Does Blood Come Out When We Fall Down?, Mr.Parkrooge's Christmas, 
I’m the Longest. After she wrote this book, she always uses water in bucket 
while washing her face or clothes. That’s because it comes to her mind that 
she wants to protect precious and useful water.

Illustrator: JO Ye Jeongng
She studied painting in Chungang University, and got a gracious award in 
Norma International Picture Competition in Japan in 2004. She is active in the 
study group for picture books and tries hard to make a good picture book. She 
always lives with nature loving it to find herself in the small universe. Her 
books include: Kongi and Potgi: A Cinderella Story, The Dream of the Anchovy, 
Salmon's Last Trip, and What the Stars Left Us. In this book, she described the 
sense of water by using the technique of marbling and also working with collage.

Editor: GWAK Youngjin
He majored in Physics at Seoul National University and got a doctor degree at 
Kentucky University graduate school. Now, he works as a physics professor 
in Suwon University and was the dean of the Science department there. He 
wrote several science books for kids such as Science Story, Why Does it Fall to 
Ground?, and Push the Ball. He also translated Big Bang and Godel and Einstein.
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Busy Water,

Precious water



Ah, I'm so thirsty.

Oh- oh , it seems to bring 
me to life.



If our body is short of water, 

our brain keeps signaling 

"Drink water! Drink water!"

As humans need water, so do 

animals.

That's why animals drink water.
If our body is short of water, 
our brain keeps signaling 
"Drink water! Drink water!"
As humans need water, so do animals.

That's why animals drink water.



Water is needed not just for animals 

and humans.

Plants can't live without water.

Grass and trees come to life with water.

When they make nutrients with sunlight, 

when they pull the nutrients up through 

roots, and when they carry them out 

everywhere, water is necessary.

So plants put their roots deep in the 

ground, and they suck water as hard 

as they can.



Hot!  Hot!
Ah, it gets cool.



It rained heavily!
Water turns into vapor when it meets 

heat, like when it rains on the hot 

ground. We call it evaporation.

It cools everything when water takes 

away hot heat as it turns into vapor.

A rain shower in hot summer is a welcome guest.

By the way, where does the water go when it 

turns into vapor?



The water that turns into the vapor goes 

up in the sky.

When the water evaporated from rain, 

river, and sea goes up in the sky, it is 

changed into small waterdrops again.

When these small waterdrops gather 

together, they become a big cloud.

When the waterdrops in the cloud get big 

and heavy, they come down as rain 

or snow.

Raindrops fall and flow back into the river 

and sea again. The water flowing into the sea 

becomes vapor and cloud.

Water comes back to us as a raindrop again.

The rain, the cloud and the sea are all water!



Too dirty.

Wow, it is clean now.



You washed it clean with water!
Thanks to water flowing, wetting 

and dissolving as we wash, 

wipe and rinse,our bodies 

are shiny and clean.

Washing clothes too!

Water is so useful.



You know what? 

Water makes electricity.

The water gushing from high place 

makes electricity by running a generator.

The power of water is amazing.

By the way, where does the 

water we are using come 

from and go to?



Tap water comes from the river and 

goes back into the river.

The river water filtered clean is 

trickling through pipes.

When the tap is turned on, 

water pours out!

The used water goes into a sewage treatment plant.

The dirty water is changed into clean water there.

The clean water flows into the river again.



The water is a necessity to us, 

but we sometimes forget 

as water is common. 

So we often overuse it 

and make it dirty.

How do you use water?



Tap water, raindrops, 

rivers, clouds and seas...

All is water.

Water is everywhere 

around us, even though 

the form of water varies. 

Water does so many things.



Water makes us alive, 

washes dirty things clean, 

and makes our life convenient.



Don't forget!

Water is precious!





Our body needs water, so we drink water every day.

Grass, trees, dogs and cats also drink water.

All living things need water

Where do we get this precious water?

Let's read this book and find out about water.

Appreciate nature


